Curtain To Rise On Tenth Annual State Fair; Faculty Members Will Enact Opening Show

AD Directors Announce Casts Of Two Plays

Program For Tuesday

Tonight Lewis and Clark will present a selection from a three-act play with a dance in the evening. The play will open at 8 p.m. in Page Hall. The play will be "The Best Things in Life," according to Jacqueline Coplon '52, secretary of the national organization, who is chairman of the program. The evening will also include a class meeting Tuesday with the Sophomores, who will become members of the D&A, and a dance in Brubacher. The dance will end at midnight.

Tonight Chi Sigma Theta will present basketball with a formal dinner. The formal dinner will begin at 6 p.m. in Page Hall. The formal dinner will consist of a dance and a basketball game. The dance will end at midnight.

Tonight Beta Zeta will present a selection from a three-act play. The play will open at 8 p.m. in Page Hall. The play will be "The Best Things in Life," according to Jacqueline Coplon '52, secretary of the national organization, who is chairman of the program. The evening will also include a class meeting Tuesday with the Sophomores, who will become members of the D&A, and a dance in Brubacher. The dance will end at midnight.
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Real Brotherhood?

Beginning next Sunday the yearly Brotherhood Week will be proclaimed throughout the entire United States. It is just the beginning of a month which is supposed to be spent in practicing brotherhood. Nobody will deny that this is an excellent idea. It is absolutely essential that we take some time with the people that we are prejudiced against. Nobody is going to admit at this institution that they are prejudiced against certain minority groups that are here. It is really quite a shame that this institution has taken the approach that it has. It seems to me that we are constantly blaming the colleges and the colleges for the things that they have been doing. We need to look at the underlying cause and give our full support to the Bloodmobile." "I just don't understand who practices what they preach in this college," "It's been said by I.C.A. to have a basketball league this year. The purpose behind it is to take some of the students out of the stadium and away from the drinking that goes on during the games," "We've heard that song before . . . no need to ask who." "Football may be all right to some people," "there is nothing like trying to bribe a professor for a better grade," "Football may be all right but there is nothing like trying to bribe a professor for a better grade."

Sports League?

As a result of the recent I.C.A. conference it looks like the universities of the state are going to be on a more or less equal basis with one another. It is true that there is a lack of single campus, and it is difficult for the schools to compete. This year Pluto has sent a full-year sports league to the college. The league is composed of New York State, Binghamton, and Oneonta. It seems that we can't have a Bloodmobile on campus in the various high schools and colleges, so as a result of this we can't join the proposed league.

Due to an oversight by the maintenance staff, the plaza has been closed off to the public without charge. The reason for the closure is to allow the maintenance staff to complete minor repairs. What's most important is that the plaza is a public space and should be open to the public at all times. We need to stay in the city and enjoy our beautiful public space. We also need to keep an eye on our public spaces and ensure that they are well-maintained.

Religious Clubs Schedule Chapel, Evening Program

Center Club Begins Lenten Lecture Series

Student religious clubs have announced their schedule for the Lenten season. The series will be held on Fridays at 8:15 p.m. in a chapel. The series will feature guest speakers and will be open to all students.

Library Adds Records To Circulating Collection

The library has added several new records to its circulating collection. The records have been added to the collection in an effort to provide students with a variety of materials to choose from. The library is open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. during the week and from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends.

D&D Thespisians To Present Drama

On Radio Show

The D&D Thespisians will be presenting a drama on the radio show this week. The show is called "The Many Faces of Shakespeare." The show will feature several actors from the university and will be broadcast on a local radio station. The show will air at 7 p.m. and is open to the public.

January Grads Secure Positions

This month, several seniors have secured positions in various fields. The University has released its list of Seniors and Graduate Assistants who have accepted positions. The list includes a variety of fields such as business, education, and healthcare. The University has also announced plans to give assistance to those students who are looking for positions.
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Council stresses blood donations

The association rescued the life of a United States Air Force officer in this country by donating blood.

This year, the need for blood donations is greater than ever. The United States Air Force has asked for the assistance of the Student Board of Finance in providing blood for its wounded men.

The Student Board of Finance has decided to supply blood for the United States Air Force. The Student Board of Finance plans to have a collection on Monday afternoon at the Commons. The Student Board of Finance would appreciate anyone who wishes to donate blood filling out the forms and bringing them to the Commons on Monday afternoon.

Curiosity leads inquiring reporter to interview bewitched hopes

One of the most intriguing problems connected with the Student Board of Finance is the matter of the addition of a new student to the Commons. The Student Board of Finance has been working on this problem for several weeks and has made a decision to add a new student to the Commons.

The addition of a new student to the Commons is complete and the list of additions is as follows:

Frank Poultridge, Grud.
Jesse Martin, Grad.

University lists assistships in lab schools

The University has announced that it will be offering a number of assistantships in the lab schools. These assistantships are available to students who are interested in pursuing a career in science and who are willing to work part-time.

The University has also announced that it will be offering a number of assistantships in the lab schools. These assistantships are available to students who are interested in pursuing a career in science and who are willing to work part-time.

Vienna University offers sessions for summer study

Vienna University will be offering sessions for summer study. These sessions are available to students who are interested in pursuing a career in science and who are willing to work part-time.

Fakers romp; Bode, McDowell hit twenties

The team of Fakers romped to a 20-0 victory over the team of Bode and McDowell yesterday at the intramural bowling tournament.

Vienna University offers sessions for summer study

Vienna University offers sessions for summer study. These sessions are available to students who are interested in pursuing a career in science and who are willing to work part-time.

Win streak snapped at 4; meet Plattsburg on road tonite

The team of Win was snapped at 4 yesterday when they lost to the team of Plattsburg on the road tonite.

Jays take ping-pong in short tournament

The team of Jays took the title in the short tournament of ping-pong yesterday.